Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question.
Then fill in the answer on your answer document.

Prince of Central Park
1

New York City is the largest city in the United States. It has
many tall buildings. In the middle of the city, surrounded by these
buildings, is Central Park.
An Unlikely Habitat
Central Park has walking trails and bike paths that wind
around ponds and trees. When people want to enjoy the outdoors,
they come to this wildlife refuge. They can watch many birds and
other animals that live there. Since 1991 the park has also been a
great spot to observe a special bird—a red-tailed hawk.
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2

Central Park covers 843 acres, which is the
size of 800 football fields!
3
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Bird-watchers named the male hawk Pale Male because of his
light-colored feathers. It is not common for these migrating birds
to make their home in New York City. Once people noticed the
hawk, they started bringing chairs and binoculars so that they
could get a closer look at him. They hoped he would stay in the
area.

GO ON

4

Central Park turned out to be a good place for Pale Male.
There was plenty of food around. The observers were delighted
when Pale Male found a mate. Soon everyone knew her as Lola.
An Unusual Place to Raise Youngsters
When Lola first arrived, the bird-watchers were excited. They
watched Pale Male catch the attention of the lovely female bird.
Would the two hawks be able to build a nest and raise their
young? They surely did, but not in a tree. The pair built their nest
on the side of an apartment building that bordered the park. The
hawks had quite a view from 12 stories high.

6

More people began to watch as the time came for Lola to lay
eggs. When the nest finally held some eggs, people waited to see
whether the eggs would hatch. When tiny baby hawks began to
peek their fuzzy heads above the nest, the crowd cheered.
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5

Pale Male’s nest is high above a street
near Central Park.
7
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The bird-watchers then prepared for the next event. It was
time for the new babies to learn to fly. Pale Male began flying near
the nest with something tasty in his beak. He hoped to lure the
babies to the edge of the nest, where he was waiting to reward
them. What a great way for the young birds to learn to trust in
their ability to fly!

GO ON

Challenges for the Hawks
8

Life in the city can be difficult for the hawks. There was a
group of crows that were not happy to see a hawk in their
neighborhood. To them, the hawk was an enemy. He would be
competing for their food, so they wanted to chase Pale Male away.

9

A few people living in the apartment building also wanted Pale
Male and his family to leave. They didn’t want a messy nest
attached to their building. People had to duck or step over the
droppings that Pale Male and Lola left. Some people wanted the
nest to be moved.
Solving One Problem

10

When the owners of the building took the birds’ nest down,
the fans of Pale Male and Lola wanted to help the hawks. They
asked that the birds be allowed to rebuild their nest on the side of
the apartment building. It’s a good thing that the owners agreed,
because Pale Male had already begun to reconstruct the nest in
the exact same spot! So the owners of the building had a “cradle”
built below the nest to catch any falling objects. It would keep the
people who lived there safe and free from messy sidewalks.

11

As of 2010, it has been 19 years since Pale Male was first
spotted in Central Park. He and Lola are still seen around the
area, and they still have their nest on the same building. Pale
Male swoops and dives. He puts on a grand show for the loyal
friends who continue to watch from below. Lions may rule the
grasslands, but Pale Male is truly the Prince of Central Park.
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GO ON

18 Why does the author include the information in paragraph 1?
F To define an unfamiliar word
G To suggest a place to visit
H To present a problem that needed to be solved
J

To describe where the events occurred

19 The selection “Prince of Central Park” is mostly about —
A where people go to see red-tailed hawks
B how red-tailed hawks care for their babies
C what happens when two hawks make a nest near Central Park
D why some people did not want hawks to live near Central Park
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GO ON

20 Look at the diagram below.

Cause

Effect

People who lived in
the apartment building
complained about the
hawks’ nest.
Which sentence best completes the diagram?
F The building’s owners removed the nest.
G Bird-watchers took pictures of the nest.
H People living in the apartment building moved to another location.
J

Bird-watchers met with building owners to discuss a plan.

21 In paragraph 7, the word lure means to —
A rush
B tempt
C swing
D push
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GO ON

22 Which section explains why Pale Male was permitted to rebuild his nest on the
side of the apartment building?
F An Unlikely Habitat
G An Unusual Place to Raise Youngsters
H Challenges for the Hawks
J

Solving One Problem

23 Based on the selection, what is unusual about the hawks’ nest?
A The materials used to make the nest
B The place the birds chose to build the nest
C The size of the nest the birds created
D The number of eggs that hatched in the nest
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24 What is the best summary of the selection?
F A hawk named Pale Male and his mate built a nest near Central Park. Before
long, they were raising baby hawks in their nest. Some people had a problem
with the hawks and wanted the family of birds to find a new home.
G People were happy when a hawk chose to make his home in a city where
hawks are not commonly seen. Some residents living near Central Park were
upset when the hawk and his mate built a nest on their building. Finally New
Yorkers found a solution that worked for humans and hawks.
H Some people in New York City were upset about a hawk family that lived near
them. After they complained, building owners tried to make the hawks move
away from Central Park. But the hawks rebuilt a nest in the same place.
J

A hawk named Pale Male found a mate and built a nest near Central Park.
Soon the hawks had a family. The bird-watchers in the area were thrilled to
have a hawk family to observe. They cheered while viewing the hawks and
wanted to help them stay.

25 After the hawks rebuilt their nest, fewer people complained most
likely because —
A the sidewalk below the nest stayed clean
B they realized that the hawks were not going to leave
C they were tired of explaining their concerns to others
D the nest was not as large as the first nest the hawks had built
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GO ON

